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1. DELEGATION 
 

The delegation to be exercised in this report is contained within Part 3, Section 4 of the 
Constitution under the Delegation of Functions to Officers, as follows:  

 
Section A The Chief Executive, Strategic Directors, Divisional Directors and Heads of 

Service have delegated power to take any decision falling within their area of 
responsibility….” 

Section B Without prejudice to the generality of this, Officers are authorised to: 
serve any notices and make, amend or revoke any orders falling within his/her 
area of responsibility. 

Section D9 An Officer to whom a power, duty or function is delegated may nominate or 
authorise another Officer to exercise that power, duty or function, provided that 
Officer reports to or is responsible to the delegator. 

 
For the purposes of this report, the Director of Place Management holds the delegated power 
to make, amend or revoke any Orders. 
 

2. LEGAL AUTHORITY 
 
This proposal is made in accordance with the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, which under 
Section 1 provides, generally, for Orders to be made for the following reasons, and in the case 
of this report specifically for the reason(s) shown below: 
 

(a) 
for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other road or for 
preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising, or X 

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near the road, or  

(c) 
for facilitating the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic 
(including pedestrians), or X 

(d) 
for preventing the use of the road by vehicular traffic of a kind which, or its use by 
vehicular traffic in a manner which, is unsuitable having regard to the existing 
character of the road or adjoining property, 

X 

(e) 
(without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (d) above) for preserving the 
character of the road in a case where it is specially suitable for use by persons on 
horseback or on foot, or 

X 
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(f) 
for preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the road runs, or X 

(g) 
for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a) to (c) of subsection (1) of section 
87 of the Environment Act 1995 (air quality)  

 
3.  PROPOSAL 

 
The introduction of a Modal Filter in Southlands, Weston, Bath, on an experimental basis in the 
first instance.  A Modal Filter is, essentially, a road closure which prevents through traffic from 
using a route, whilst maintaining access for walking, wheeling and cycling.  
 
The location and extent of the proposed Modal Filter is shown on the attached drawing – 
Appendix 1. 
 
Appendix 2 shows the existing and proposed No Parking At Any Time restrictions on 
Southlands.  

 
4. BACKGROUND 

 
Liveable neighbourhoods are part of our toolkit to tackle the climate and ecological emergency, 
act on our Health and Wellbeing Strategy and ensure social justice.  All schemes will require 
changes in travel behaviour by residents, commuters, and visitors alike.  Modifying travel 
behaviour and car ownership levels is difficult in the short term, but the rewards can be so 
significant that, in the future, very few people will want to return to the way we organise travel 
now, as experienced elsewhere in the Country. 
 
The aim of Liveable Neighbourhoods is to reduce overall vehicle use, rather than divert traffic 
elsewhere.  Successful schemes will be those that improve the local environment for 
residents, increase capacity, safety, and convenience for sustainable travel on main corridors, 
and foster conditions whereby residents reduce their reliance on private cars, making their 
local trips by walking, cycling, e-bikes or public transport.  
 
The introduction of Liveable Neighbourhoods has the potential to make huge improvements to 
people’s lives, enabling communities to improve their health, wellbeing, and equality of 
opportunity. 
 
Liveable Neighbourhood strategies in B&NES (Low Traffic Neighbourhoods, Residential 
Parking Strategy, and On Street Electric Vehicle Charging Strategy) were the subject of public 
consultation between 9th September and 18th October 2020. The responses demonstrated 
overwhelming public support for the council’s approach and proposed measures. 
 
These strategies were approved in December 2020, and applications were subsequently 
sought for Liveable Neighbourhoods, Residents’ Parking Zones, and Electric Vehicle Parking.  
Ward Members and Parish Councils were asked to submit expressions of interest by 12th 
February 2021, with a second round of expressions of interested invited by 5th May, and a 
third round by 5th August 2021.  
 
A prioritisation methodology was developed to assess the applications received, which 
resulted in a shortlist of schemes that are considered to offer the greatest potential and are 
worthy of detailed investigation and development.   
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Southlands is one of the schemes that was subsequently prioritised.  
 
It is considered appropriate for the proposed Modal Filter to be introduced on an experimental 
basis in the first instance, so that the actual impact of closing the road to through traffic can be 
assessed and monitored.   
 
 

5. SOURCE OF FINANCE 
 
The proposal is capital funded.  
 
 

6.  CONSULTATION REQUIREMENT 
 

The proposal requires informal consultation with the Chief Constable, Ward Members, and the 
Cabinet Member for Transport.  
 
 
PROPOSAL(S) APPROVED FOR INFORMAL CONSULTATION WITH THE CHIEF 
CONSTABLE, CABINET MEMBER FOR TRANSPORT, AND WARD MEMBERS. 

 
 

Paul Garrod       Date: 21/09/2022 
Traffic Management and Network Manager 
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Appendix 1 – Southlands, Weston, Bath – Road Closure / No Through Road Proposal 
Plan 
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Appendix 2 – Southlands, Weston, Bath – Parking Restrictions Proposal Plan 

 
 
KEY: 
 
Red – Shows Additional No Parking At Any Time restrictions 
Yellow – Shows existing No Parking At Any Time restrictions 
Purple – Shows the Prohibition of Motor Vehicles 
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7. INFORMAL CONSULTATION FEEDBACK 

 
Chief Constable:  
 
It is understood from the Informal Consultation Report attached that “Liveable neighbourhoods 
are part of our toolkit to tackle the climate and ecological emergency, act on our Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy and ensure social justice. All schemes will require changes in travel 
behaviour by residents, commuters, and visitors alike. Modifying travel behaviour and car 
ownership levels is difficult in the short term, but the rewards can be so significant that, in the 
future, very few people will want to return to the way we organise travel now, as experienced 
elsewhere in the Country.  

 
The aim of Liveable Neighbourhoods is to reduce overall vehicle use, rather than divert traffic 
elsewhere. Successful schemes will be those that improve the local environment for residents, 
increase capacity, safety, and convenience for sustainable travel on main corridors, and foster 
conditions whereby residents reduce their reliance on private cars, making their local trips by 
walking, cycling, e-bikes or public transport.  

 
The introduction of Liveable Neighbourhoods has the potential to make huge improvements to 
people’s lives, enabling communities to improve their health, wellbeing, and equality of 
opportunity.  

 
Liveable Neighbourhood strategies in B&NES (Low Traffic Neighbourhoods, Residential 
Parking Strategy, and On Street Electric Vehicle Charging Strategy) were the subject of public 
consultation between 9th September and 18th October 2020. The responses demonstrated 
overwhelming public support for the council’s approach and proposed measures.  

 
These strategies were approved in December 2020, and applications were subsequently 
sought for Liveable Neighbourhoods, Residents’ Parking Zones, and Electric Vehicle Parking.  

 
Ward Members and Parish Councils were asked to submit expressions of interest by 12th 
February 2021, with a second round of expressions of interest invited by 5th May, and a third 
round by 5th August 2021.   

 
A prioritisation methodology was developed to assess the applications received, which resulted 
in a shortlist of schemes that are considered to offer the greatest potential and are worthy of 
detailed investigation and development.  

 
Southlands is one of the schemes that was subsequently prioritised.  

 
It is considered appropriate for the proposed Modal Filter to be introduced on an experimental 
basis in the first instance, so that the actual impact of closing the road to through traffic can be 
assessed and monitored.”  

 
It is also understood from that document that “The introduction of a Modal Filter in Southlands, 
Weston, Bath, on an experimental basis in the first instance. A Modal Filter is, essentially, a 
road closure which prevents through traffic from using a route, whilst maintaining access for 
walking, wheeling and cycling.  
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The location and extent of the proposed Modal Filter is shown on the attached drawing – 
Appendix 1.  

 
Appendix 2 shows the existing and proposed No Parking At Any Time restrictions on 
Southlands.” 

 
Appendix 1 – Southlands, Weston, Bath shows a Road Closure / No Through Road Proposal 
adjacent to Nr 128 Southlands. Please can you clarify how this is to be facilitated? If this is to 
be a physical closure, will it be permeable to Emergency Service vehicles? If so, how will this 
be achieved? If the proposal is not envisaged as permeable to Emergency Service vehicles, 
how will access be supported to each area? 

 
Sheet nr 60668625-M004-S3-100-STH-0001-P02 attached shows planters as a temporary 
barrier to traffic movement, is this currently in situ or part of the ongoing proposals?  

 
Elsewhere in the Force area, difficulties have been encountered in the past with the 
introduction of planters as a physical restriction as these can be subject to antisocial 
behaviour. Has this element been considered? I have copied in my colleague Clare Hawkins, 
Crime Reduction Team Manager, for her awareness.  

 
Appendix 2 - Southlands, Weston, Bath – Parking Restrictions Proposal Plan shows existing 
and proposed No waiting At Any Time restrictions also adjacent to Nr 128 Southlands and Nr 
76, with the additional restrictions protecting the turning area adjacent to the area where 
prohibition of movement is proposed.  Enforcement of waiting restrictions backed by Traffic 
Regulation Orders, such as this, within the Bath and North East Somerset Council area, rests 
with B&NES Parking Services. How will contravention be managed “out of hours” of Civil 
Enforcement Officers? Contravention of the proposed restrictions could present an issue 
regarding movement of Emergency Service vehicles as well as those of local residents/ 
visitors.  
 
Response: The modal filter proposed in this location will take the form of planters, which are 
not currently in situ. Due to the nature of Southlands as a road, with entrances off both Penn 
Hill Road and High Street, Weston, emergency vehicles will still be able to access the entire 
length as long as the appropriate entrance is used. 

 
I acknowledge your comment with regards the enforcement of the No Waiting at Any Time 
restrictions, these locations will be monitored closely following implementation and during the 
duration of the ETRO to aim to ensure they are respected, and contraventions penalised to act 
as a deterrent to others.     

 
Thank you for the clarification. It’s a location I know well. 

 
My query re Emergency Service access through the restriction was based on the awareness 
that an Emergency Service vehicle could respond to an incident from either end of Southlands 
and find themselves blocked as they would not necessarily be approaching from the “correct” 
side of the closure. Some form of permeability for Emergency Service access would be 
beneficial if possible. 

 
Parking Services: 
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No comment. 
 
Ward Members:  
 
Weston: 
 
Cllr Shelley Bromley – It looks fine to me and accords with the plans we have already seen and 
approved. I just have a couple of comments: 
 

 has the “owner” of the disabled bay (marked for relocation) been contacted for approval? 

 A local LN campaigner who lives in Southlands has previously suggested that house numbers 
are included on the traffic restriction signs at either end of the restricted zone, as it is a very 
long road with many dwellings.  This would be helpful to delivery drivers as they would be able 
to see which end of the road they need to use for their particular delivery. Would this be 
possible? 

 
Response:  
 
To follow up on your two points, the “owner” of the disabled bay has been contacted and we 
are awaiting a response from them to confirm agreement. The relocation is only over a small 
distance which brings the bay closer to the owners property. With regards the signage – we will 
monitor the scheme following implementation and if this does become an issue we can look to 
provide this, however the signs we must use on the highway are prescribed within legislation 
and we must therefore follow this guidance, which admittedly can sometimes seem overly 
restrictive but it does provide consistency across the country for motorists. If we deviate from 
this then we render the restrictions unenforceable. Any signs used would therefore need to be 
in addition to the those that advertise the parking restrictions. 

 
Cllr Ruth Malloy - I'm happy for these proposals to progress onto public consultation. 

 
 Cabinet Members:  

 
Cllr Manda Rigby – No comment. 
 
Cllr Sarah Warren – I am happy for these to go ahead provided ward members are entirely 
happy with them. 
 

8. RECOMMENDATION 
 
As no significant objections and comments have been received following the informal 
consultation described above, the Experimental Traffic Regulation Order should be sealed and 
the 6-month public consultation stage should begin. 
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Paul Garrod   Date: 14th October 2022 
Traffic Management & Network Manager 
 

 
 
9. DECISION 
 

As the officer holding the above delegation, I approve the progression of this Experimental 
Traffic Regulation Order. 

 
In taking this decision, I confirm that due regard has been given to the Council’s public sector 
equality duty, which requires it to consider and think about how its policies or decisions may 
affect people who are protected under the Equality Act. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chris Major    Date:09/11/2022 
Director for Place Management 
 


